The scientifically attested assumption that the human mind has a physical substrate carries many consequences for the theological understanding of human beings and the fundamentals of religious experience. Even if the research program looking for a reduction of all mental functions to neurological processes is still far from completed, the steps already taken point to a need to reconsider several traditional views in Christian anthropology.

A brief list of what needs to be reconsidered includes at least the following issues:

- The sustainability of the traditional dualism held by Christian thought that assumes the existence of a spiritual dimension – the soul – in every human person.
- The relationship between the immortal soul and the mind.
- The theological validity of emergence theories as the best explanation for the origin and development of mind and consciousness.
- The plausibility of a complete reduction of consciousness to sheer neurological processes and their functions and the theological relevance of the current discussion in this field.
- The tenability of traditional theological and humanistic principles such as free will, love, will, reason, conscience, etc.
- Concerns at the moral and spiritual level, since a materialistic reduction of the mind could bring a deep reshaping of most of our current moral format.
- The heuristic value of methodological reductionism when trying to come to terms with more complex levels of reality, such as human subjectivity, behaviour, beliefs, and cultural phenomena.

These issues need to be better understood and their consequences need to be thought through for Christian Anthropology in order to promote a better dialogue and understanding between science and theology; or at least to clarify what is at stake when we deal with the developments in the study of «the physical mind». The following analysis offers a first attempt in this necessary task. In this short presentation only some of the points, perhaps the most pressing, will receive attention. The main issues at stake are clearly the ones related to dualism and the consequences of its suggested overcoming.

**FACING DUALISM IN SCIENTIFIC AND THEOLOGICAL TERMS**

When the mind is taken as an essentially physical phenomenon, the first victim of such a move is traditional dualism, or the assumption that human
beings are composed of two different dimensions: material and spiritual, or body and soul. An academic journal, several years ago, devoted its special issue to recent developments in neurosciences using the title: «The Self: From Soul to Brain», to characterise the deep transformation undergone in our understanding of human mind or psyche.  

In many cases the traditional Christian dualism has been perceived as a stumbling block hindering every attempt for a constructive dialogue between science and theology. To counter this charge, several theological voices have assumed an explicit anthropological monism as the most realistic choice when dealing with the scientific view of humans. These voices have found easy support even in Biblical studies and philosophical allies. Nevertheless it is right to ask whether such a move is the most convenient when the many variables weighing in this feature are taken into account.  

In order to clarify the state of the question and to promote a deeper and fruitful dialogue we should take into account some data, before drawing too hasty conclusions. In the first place, the program leading to an entire reduction of all mental processes to neurological functions has not yet delivered all that was promised. Just as an example to begin with, many voices in the last decade denounce that «the mind doesn’t work that way», or that computational models based on our accurate knowledge of artificial intelligence do not match the real workings of the human mind. In other words, we still lack a workable model of the human mind which can approximately reproduce most of its performances, and follow the complexity of its multiple links and tasks. Those who hold the opposite position have, at the moment, the burden of proof.  

In my opinion, the reductivist program in this case is just a heuristic tool whose aim is purely to find how much of the functioning of the human mind can be explained resorting to physical/chemical hardware in the brain. This can be achieved at the micro level studying neuronal networks, or at a larger level of brain areas involved in particular mental activities and observable through advanced techniques of neuroimaging. I am not sure about the true ambitions of such a program, and it is legitimate to think that – in this, as in many other research fields – there is a minimalist and a maximalist expression, the latter nourishing greater aspirations to a «complete or unified theory of mind». In any case, such an attempt needs to be taken with caution until more convincing outcomes are provided and a clearer picture emerges.

Second, and in close relationship with the first point of contention, the issue of consciousness still resists the neurological «acid» trying to solve any illusion of a transcendental realm in humans. That «faculty» is perceived as frankly hard to be treated in a kind of mechanical means. Mysterianism is still very much alive in the trade of consciousness studies and philosophy of mind. This is not the time nor the place to deal with the current discussion and the alternatives to the strong program, trying to reduce consciousness to its hypothetic neural correlates, better known as «physicalism». Indeed the discussion about the so called «hard problem» appears as more philosophical than scientific or theological. This state of affairs has an immediate explanation: the proper nature of consciousness makes it more akin to «reflection» than to empirical observation and testing; its nature renders it a «sui generis» experience.

Mysterianism – it could be adduced – is of no great consolation to theology, since it leads to strong agnosticism, not just to faith. It is disputable whether the agnostic position is easier to deal than the strong physicalist program, which appears to have decided to eliminate any trace of a soul, or to show that every appearance of consciousness is nothing but an epiphenomenon, a delayed by-product of processes happening at the biological, or rather physical, level. In any case, this is a different question.

The connected issue concerns how much an eliminationist program would succeed at debunking every mental appearance or eventually to empty them of any meaning for what really counts: survival and reproductive advantage. Several studies – not least Plantinga – have showed the self-defeating character of such a program, which would render its own statements empty or meaningless. Actually, the strong forms of «naturalism» lead to a devaluation of the mental operations which could justify its assumption, or at least its pretension of truth.

A danger in the proposed path – exploiting the limits in the current state of research – is that any call to keep dualism and the respective traditional expression in the soul, could lead to a so called «God of the gaps» strategy, a flawed way to vindicate the validity of Christian assumptions. For many, it would be a meagre consolation to assume that so long as the mentioned problems are not yet fixed, then the inherited beliefs keep their entire value.

The last criticism poses a long-term question: whether we can rely on the expectations of unlimited scientific growth and knowledge, or whether we would rather adopt a more sceptical position for the benefit of everybody. Indeed some
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4 The term ‘mysterianism’ reflects a view stating that the hard problem of consciousness, or how it can be related to the neural substrat, will never be solved; it has been coined by: OWEN FLANAGAN, Consciousness Reconsidered, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1993; and COLIN MCGINN, The Problem of Consciousness: Essays Towards a Resolution, Malden, MA, Oxford, UK: Blackwell, 1991.

5 For a discussion, see: OWEN FLANAGAN and GÜVEN GÜZELDERE, «Consciousness: A Philosophical Tour», in MASAO ITO, YASUSHI MIYASHITA and EDMUND T. ROLLS (Eds.), Cognition, Computation and Consciousness, Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 1997, pp. 3-16.

forms of empiricism surprisingly call for a more sceptical stance, trimming down some excesses of scientism. The question assumes a pragmatic stand: does it bring more advantages to trust on the expected progress of science to solve every actual problem? Or, would it be rather more prudent and wise to avoid an excess of reliance on such expectations and to rely on alternative ways to cope with present challenges?

The dualistic stance – comprising its theological expression – aims at stressing the special value and meaning of human beings, their irreducible character, with all the consequences to be drawn from this stance. Its rationale is that the intuitive perception of the mind as conforming to a dimension of reality – call it subjective or reflexive – which cannot, up to now, be reduced to its physical substrates, even if acknowledging at the same time that the mind strongly depends on the processes at the neurological and other anatomical levels.

A few months ago, I met in an Oxford bus professor Richard Swinburne, a celebrated philosopher of religion, very committed in the defence of the soul. Talking about his philosophical research, he confessed to being rather satisfied about how things were evolving. Indeed twenty years ago his dualistic position represented only one percent of the philosophical opinions; however, now he was convinced that his party has grown, reaching a bare two percent of the philosophical field. There is some ground for hope in these figures!

There are some theological alternatives in a spectrum between the most traditional dualistic position and the decidedly monistic ideas of several theologians. The so called «non-reductivist physicalism», a near-oxymoron coined by Nancy Murphy, appears to me, after years spent following the relevant published essays, a too easy an exit, conceding too much to the scientific dogma. I would prefer rather to wait and see what happens instead of assuming that anthropological monism is the only valid position, except that we assume the limited heuristics in which science moves: it can explain what it can explain with its own methods; it cannot see what it cannot see, but it doesn't mean that there is nothing outside or beyond the scientific gaze; or that everybody in every
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social situation should always adopt this characteristic way of looking at the world. In other words, it is pacific to assume that monism is the only ‘game in town’ when it comes to the scientific representation of the real world, but not in other horizons of human experience and praxis, where different codes regulate communication. This is the reason why we – still – have different disciplines to deal with different social and human phenomena, and not just physics and biology.

The last stand could be misleading and be assumed as a new expression for incommensurability positions, or talking about games, a wage for the classical «linguistic games» theory of Wittgenstein, or of the more recent «non-overlapping magisteria» of Jay-Gould 10. To be sure, Christian anthropology would fail its own aims ignoring the ongoing research in the fields of neurology and cognitive studies. The mission of this theological discipline is to offer an accurate representation of the human being in which the experience of God may become apparent and positive. Any attempt at idealizing its subject would bring havoc to its own project, which needs to be rooted in the real human characteristics, not the imagined ones of a perfect revelation-sensitive being. Indeed, very often this discipline has sinned rather for excess of realism, emphasizing the crudest expressions of our shared humanity, and the limits inherent to the human condition. It is in their own theological interest to pay attention to that line of research when the issue of the soul, and the consequent dualism, is assumed as something central. In any case, this attention does not imply that theology has to bow to the scientific method and code, as – by the same token – the attention ethics needs to pay to the scientific study of human behaviour does not mean to absorb ethics into the scientific logic. The «ought» style of the ethical discourse cannot overlap to the «is» descriptive style of sciences; almost everybody in philosophy knows the flaws of the «naturalistic fallacy» when applied to moral decisions. Nevertheless ethical development requires – if it wants to be of any help – a close examination of the outcomes from the scientific study of human nature and behaviour.

In a similar vein, theology – even theology of the soul – not strictly depending on scientific results, needs to account for the latest knowledge coming from the scientific study of humans and their brains. In my opinion, there is still enough room for interaction between science and theology, between incommensurability and assimilation, and many examples can be provided of this fruitful exchange.

For the time being I guess that the best solution is to accept a double strategy on the study of the human mind: one promoted by scientific description, and essentially monist; and one promoted by disciplines which account for the role played by the conscious mind. In any case, each side needs to be sensitive to the developments of the other side if it wants to avoid missing the «big picture».

IMMORTALITY

The other long-standing theological consequence of the traditional doctrine of the soul would be immortality. Per definition, or rather as a result of a philosophical tradition that goes back to the ancient Greeks, if there is in humans a spiritual dimension, this would be resistant to death or survive it. Again, not everybody in the theological field would be happy with this state of affairs. To start with, the protestant eschatological version has dropped the doctrine of the «immortality of the soul» pointing rather to the more biblical genuine idea of «resurrection of the flesh». In such a pessimistic view, there would be nothing in humans substantially immortal, or able to avoid physical corruption or biological decay. This pessimistic tenet is compensated by a more radical perception of God’s grace, able to rebuild from scratch the human person at a different level of reality.

Eschatological reconstruction runs into unavoidable paradoxes and insurmountable challenges. Indeed one of the classical functions of stating the existence of the soul and its survival beyond death was to provide a continuity to the self between this worldly form of existence and the one believers expect to arise after death. However, the tension between continuity and discontinuity is too strong to be solved by just postulating a spiritual principle beyond natural decomposition of the body. In my view, and after teaching for more than fifteen years the treaty of eschatology, the Church has tried to keep some balance in its eschatological perspective. This balance could be characterized by resorting to the rule of «minimal counter-intuitiveness» that should distinguish every successful religious belief.

The principle of the soul appears then as bearing a meaning just inside that system of beliefs matured along the centuries. The idea of unlimited survival of the soul dovetails the needs of an eschatological system of expectations clearly fitted to deliver enduring hope and to motivate responsibility and moral commitment, in a way that does not violate the least possible intuitive perceptions about our usual state of affairs – death and apparent corruption of the body – and the expectations concerning an aimed new life, intrinsic to religious promises. It could be legitimate then to think that it is not the perception of the soul that supports an eschatological hope, but rather, the other way around: the eschatological aspirations that nourish the spiritual component and the consequent dualistic anthropology. By this same token: no soul, no dualism and no eternal life, or no hope after death. Obviously this system works as long as a third essential element comes into play: a transcendent and salvific God. Consequently, God, soul and resurrection constitute the backbone of Christianity as a religious system; all three components work together and fail together.

We tread here on slippery ground. Indeed such a line of thinking could be blamed as being too functionalist, and not providing valid arguments against those who promote the cause of anthropological reduction or physicalism. It is a risky business to put things in this way, because it seems to debunk the hidden agenda of the Christian anthropological construction: the soul works as a building-block in the complex construction of religious after-life expectations, or religious faith tout court. I am quite convinced that – in the Christian belief system – soul, God and the promise of eternal life are in the same pack and work together. This does not mean that the last justifies the first or the other way around. Perhaps the three grew together in the religious mind during the Axial Age, and we became more aware of their intimate link. Nevertheless it does not undermine the complex meaning of the dualistic stance, which applies to all three elements, and its far reaching consequences; it just reveals the complex constitution of Christian belief and what is at stake around it, or when it fails.

Humanistic threats

Similar concerns to those already exposed arise regarding issues of freedom, love and reason when the current neurological program is taken seriously. The question is how much we can keep from the Christian and humanistic views on humans when the mind can be reduced to its neurological substrate.

Fears have been repeatedly expressed in recent years about the «end of man» and the destructive consequences of the application of a more biological and cognitive program12. The curious point is that such concerns arise almost exclusively in the field of secular humanism: engaged philosophers who perceive clear dangers on the horizon for all the human species when the current scientific program is pursued. I have already analyzed the thorny issue concerning the «theological delay» at coping with that challenge13. A possible answer resorts to
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13 Symposium on «Science, Humanism, and Christian Theology: Dialogue with Lluís Oviedo»; main article: «Is Christian Theology Well Suited to Enter the Discussion between Science and Humanism?» (pp. 825-842), folowed of the responses: VÍTOR WESTHELLE, «Are Science and Humanism Suited to Enter the Ancient Quest of Christian Theology? A Response
a double theological standard. On one hand, current theology has often dropped
the apologetic agenda and has chosen to become a rather self-referential system
not concerned about external inputs, but just with the development of its own
tradition and canon. In this case, theology becomes clearly immune to the results
of science. On the other hand, a branch of theological studies has been engaged
for some decades in an in-depth dialogue with science. Such an engagement
could become jeopardized when theology shows too much sensitivity before
uneasy developments in neuroscience, in biological anthropology or evolutionary
psychology. As a result, the prevailing position has been of respect or avoiding
clashes. It is easy to understand why theological research appears as uninvolved
in this discussion on humanistic values: because of too much isolation or too
much involvement.

I would like to share a personal experience regarding this state of affairs.
Observing some years ago this deficit, I decided to write a short essay, to deplore
the disappointing state of a theology unable to enter the current discussion
between scientists and secular humanists. I submitted the paper to an emerging
journal in the field of Theology and Science. After waiting a long time the Editor
told me that such a paper didn’t fit the editorial line of the journal that was aimed
rather at building bridges between science and theology.

The current debate involves several fronts and does not have a clearly defined
line of confrontation. From the theological perspective, one could think that
once the assumption of a spiritual component in human beings is dropped, then
do not expect that the all important long held positive dimensions can be rescued
and will survive, I mean the so called «humanistic values». The theologian could
feel tempted to become a prophet of disgrace: if you take away the soul from
human beings, do not complain if everything else gradually collapses: freedom,
responsibility, rational choice, love, beauty and human uniqueness. The soul
could be identified as a harbinger for all that we deem as distinctively human,
and, as a result, for those who do not share the Christian dualistic ground, there
would be little more left to share. The alternative position, by secular humanists,
presumes that there are human traits worthy to be postulated and defended,
besides the dualistic frame, and that their dismissal would bring bad consequences
for our society and culture. For these thinkers that series of values do not require
a transcendent foundation or support. As Charles Taylor has recently shown,
most of the humanistic values, especially those concerning self-expression and
the right to emotional expansion have been emphasized rather in contrast with
the existing Christian religious tradition. Now they need to be appreciated and
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14 A recent example is: John Keates, The Human Condition, Oxford and New York, Oxford

vindicated against a new kind of opposition: the scientifically laden anthropology with its consequent determinism, reduction and expected manipulation of human nature.

The issues at stake are important and what looms in all this is a threatening awareness of nihilism behind the reductive maneuvers moved by some biological and neurological insights. That danger has been explicitly formulated: when the evolutionary principles of survival and reproductive success are taken for granted, and the neurological determinism resulting from Libet’s experiment is broadly accepted, then little is left for human values and a purpose beyond our biological level. Nihilism is perhaps not the most appropriate word, but rather «biologism»: there is nothing of value except to follow our biological instincts16.

However here and there arise reasons for hope. Recently I was acquainted through an excellent review of the titles of R. Holton, Willing, Wanting, Waiting; and A. R. Mele, Effective Intentions17. What is interesting in both cases is that scholars with a deep knowledge of neuroscience and cognitive studies, nevertheless argue for free will and the role of conscious decisions18. Once again, the development of science does not mean the withdrawal of a more humanistic view, but its advance through better means.

Once again the problems refer to a higher and practical level. If the reductive project is followed until its last consequences, then a very different panorama concerning human nature and our representation of the world emerges. I am not sure whether in such a hypothetical situation human beings would adapt to this new mind-frame, and nevertheless keep acceptable living standards: perhaps this is only a question of new adaptation and of assuming the costs typical of a troubled period of adjustment: adaptive transition appears as inevitably traumatic. I am not sure whether the most vocal advocates of that future understanding of human nature would assume the risks involved in their postulation.

The theological assessment and discussion of the issues related to the physical substrate of the human mind moves from the empirical and experimental scenario to the pragmatic and consequentialist. Theology clearly plays away, in apparent disadvantage, when the ground is dominated by scientific method. It plays home, and with clear advantage, when the game moves from the sheer observational or experimental field to the speculative, practical and metaphysical. It is right to become more aware of these biases in order to better manage the dialogue between both sides: each one feels more comfortable playing in its own ground; but it would be wrong to ignore that there are other possible grounds in which it is worthy to play as well. Dialogue fades away when each party pretends to
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18 They are not alone; see the recent essay by Antonio Damasio, Self Comes to Mind: Constructing the Conscius Brain, New York: Pantheon Books, 2010, pp. 269-270.
play only in their own ground and follows its own rules. Playing away may be a salutary exercise for all the involved parties, especially when this means looking through other’s eyes.

The program aimed at a reduction of the mind to its neural substrate could one day find a satisfactory completion. Such a move perhaps would not mean an entire elimination of the meaning associated to the conscious dimension of the mind, and the religious or philosophical tenet about the soul. What is in the interest of theology and its role at delivering transcendence communication, is to keep the transcendent self alive and to engage in a representation of the human being and its world that vindicates some central values. This role may be played perhaps in a counter-cultural vein, in the middle of a dominant culture where other values and interests take more salience. It is now in the interest of everybody – scientists and secular humanists alike – that religious faith continues to perform such a mission or function, and preserves some space of transcendence and institutes an open alternative to a too closed world delivered by a too reductive science. After all, and beyond the legitimate efforts to better know our nature, to perceive a soul beneath or beyond everybody’s skin indicates that humans still have a meaning and a reason to live.
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